
 How Elections Promoted Democracy in
 Taiwan under Martial Law

 Linda Chao and Ramon H. Myers

 In October 1952, while addressing the Seventh Congress of the
 Kuomintang (KMT), the party chairman and president of the Republic of
 China (ROC) on Taiwan, Chiang Kai-shek, reminded his audience that
 "Sun Yat-sen's highest goal was to build a political system in which
 sovereignty resided with the people [zuchuan zaimin]."' Chiang then said
 that "in order to oppose communism and recover our nation, the primary
 task of our party is to carry out local elections, build our nation's political
 system, and establish the solid foundations for our people to practise
 democracy."2

 Until his death on 5 April 1975, Chiang never mentioned when an
 opposition political party could participate in elections, nor had Chiang
 Ching-kuo, who succeeded to the presidency on 25 March 1978, ever
 publicly declared when democratic elections for the central government
 and parliament should be held. Was the KMT serious about creating an
 electoral system entrusting sovereignty to the people, or did it hope to
 continue to manipulate the election process only to preserve its hold on
 political power? For the next three decades, the historical record suggests
 that the answer to both questions was "yes ... but!"

 As early as July 1950 the majority of Taiwan's people still resented
 their new rulers, and many did not speak Mandarin Chinese as the
 regime's lingua franca. Moreover, most Taiwanese elites deeply resented
 the regime and could not forgive its harsh suppression of the 28 February
 1947 protests against ROC governance over the island only 16 months
 after Japan had transferred Taiwan to Nationalist China on 25 October
 1945.

 From the outset, the KMT leadership, its party members and central
 government officials wanted Taiwan to become a bastion for the future
 recovery of mainland China, should the communist regime ever lose
 popular support and collapse, to restore ROC governance over the
 mainland. The new government's immediate concern was to prevent
 communist subversion and Taiwanese nationalism from undermining
 ROC governance over Taiwan province, Chin-men (Quemoy) and
 Ma-tsu. To achieve those ends, the ROC government and ruling KMT
 suppressed any activities that might weaken their authority. They did this
 as early as 19 May 1949, when Taiwan's governor, Chen Cheng, imposed
 martial law and began establishing the legal and bureaucratic machinery
 to determine when public assembly, political criticism or threat to public

 1. Jiang Zhong-zheng, Jiang zongtong yanlun xuanji fangong fuguo de lilun yu shijian
 (A Collection of Chiang Kai-shek's Speeches and Essays: The Theory and Implementation
 of Opposing Communism and Recovering Our Country) (Taipei: Zhongyang wenwu
 gongyingshe, 1977), p. 73.

 2. Ibid.

 ? The China Quarterly, 2000
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 order became seditious enough to charge individuals under the law and
 adjudicate them by a military court, and if found guilty either imprison or
 execute them.

 But the new government also did something else. It tried to win
 popular support for its efforts to build a new Taiwan society to show the
 world that its moral virtues, material prosperity and democratic practices
 were superior to those of the communist regime on the China mainland.
 To that end, the regime allowed households considerable freedom of
 choice in the economic marketplace and society to act in accordance with
 their interests, thus greatly expanding what Ralf Dahrendorf has referred
 to as individual "life chances." It did this by incremental reforms, which
 by the late 1960s had created what Thomas A. Metzger has called the
 "three marketplaces" (the economic, ideological and political market-
 places) that in embryonic or, later, in advanced form began transforming
 Taiwan.3

 A land reform, completed by 1956, produced more equitably dis-
 tributed rural property rights. By 1960, a reformed foreign exchange rate
 system encouraged enterprises to increase their production for export and
 promoted domestic and international market integration. The govern-
 ment's commitment to promoting primary education for all households
 expanded the number and quality of middle and high schools, vocational
 colleges and universities, which by 1960 were producing a large, edu-
 cated and skilled workforce eager for employment. But it was the local
 elections, beginning in 1950-51, that drew the people into a new process
 for selecting their representatives and leaders to govern their political
 life.

 In 1969 the ROC government expanded the limited electoral process
 by introducing a supplementary quota of elected representatives to serve
 in the National Assembly, the Legislative Yuan or Parliament, and the
 Control Yuan of the central government. By 1980 the electoral process
 had improved to the extent that the government now passed a new law
 that imposed fairness, openness and rule-abiding behaviour for conduct-
 ing elections, reflecting a more tolerant attitude towards the political
 opposition by the KMT. Then, in late March 1986, President Chiang
 Ching-kuo announced that the KMT would launch major political

 3. Thomas A. Metzger has discussed these three marketplaces in his various publications
 in the past decade. For the economic marketplace see his "Confucian culture and economic
 modernization: an historical approach," in Conference on Confucianism and Economic
 Development in East Asia (Taipei: Chung-hua Institution for Economic Research),
 Conference Series, No. 13 (1989), pp. 141-195. Reprinted in Tzong-shian Yu and Joseph S.
 Lee (eds.), Confucianism and Economic Development (Taipei: Chung-hua Institution for
 Economic Research, 1995), pp. 97-148. For a discussion of the evolving ideological
 marketplace in Taiwan see "Introduction: two diverging societies," written by Thomas A.
 Metzger, in Ramon H. Myers (ed.), Two Societies in Opposition (Stanford: Hoover Institution
 Press, 1991), pp. xiii-xlv; and the essay by Thomas A. Metzger entitled "The Chinese
 reconciliation of moral-sacred values with modern pluralism: political discourse in the ROC,
 1949-1989," in ibid. pp. 3-56. For his commentary on a political marketplace in China see
 Thomas A. Metzger, "Will China democratize? Sources of resistance," Journal of
 Democracy, Vol. 9, No.1 (January 1998), pp. 18-26; and "Friendly U.S. relations with an
 undemocratic China? Weighing contemporary Chinese objections to capitalism and
 democracy," in Hoover Essays (1999).
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 reforms to democratize the polity. That was followed in late September
 1986 by a group of opposition politicians illegally forming the Demo-
 cratic Progressive Party (Minzhu jinbu dang, or DPP), an act that Chiang
 Ching-kuo took no action to suppress. Finally, on 15 July 1987, the
 government lifted martial law, and local and national elections quickly
 became more democratic, leading to the great democratic breakthrough of
 the 1990s. How, then, did limited elections promote Taiwan's democra-
 tization in the era of martial law, when the KMT-led inhibited political
 centre tightly controlled society?

 Establishing Limited Elections and Their Outcomes

 Between 1935 and 1945, Japan's colonial rulers in Taiwan had allowed
 only males over 25 years old and able to pay a five yen poll tax to vote
 for half of the seats of the colony's township, city and prefectural
 councils. After Taiwan came under ROC government rule on 25 October
 1945, Taiwan's provincial governor, Chen Yi, decreed that island-wide
 elections be held in April 1946. All citizens over the age of 20 could vote,
 without paying a poll tax, for village warden, township councillor,
 township head, and county and city council members. The county and
 city councils then elected the delegates for the Taiwan Provincial
 Assembly. The momentum for holding local elections ended after the
 28 February 1947 tragedy but resumed in 1949 when Taiwan's governor,
 Chen Cheng, appointed a commission of 29 legal and academic experts,
 chaired by Zhang Lisheng, to create new administrative and electoral
 districts based on Taiwan's population density patterns at that time.4

 Based on these new administrative districts and electoral zones,
 government work teams in early 1950 trained personnel to operate the
 voting stations in the electoral districts, and appointed officials to instruct
 voters and candidates to register, while preparing to conduct and monitor
 local elections. By 1951 elections were in full swing for the Taiwan
 Provincial Assembly as well as for village, township, city and county
 councils and for the chiefs or leaders of villages, townships and Taiwan's
 21 counties and major cities. Although the central government appointed
 the Taiwan provincial governor to head the Taiwan Provincial Assembly,
 in effect local elections had become a reality.

 Taiwan's elites welcomed these elections and urged the people to use
 their voting power to advance their interests by electing capable leaders
 and representatives to build a democracy. Writing in March 1952 in the
 Free China Fortnightly (Ziyou Zhongguo), Chen Kewen said, "we can
 definitely say that holding local elections is the road to freedom and
 democracy."5 In February 1953 the scholar and liberal thinker, Dr Hu

 4. Zhang Lisheng, Taiwan sheng difang zizhi yanjiu zhuankan (A Special Report on the
 Study of Taiwan's Self-Governance) (n.p.: n.p., 20 December 1949). Hoover's East Asian
 Collection has the original 173-page report commissioned by Governor Chen Cheng on 15
 August 1949.

 5. Chen Kewen, "Difang zizhi yu minzhu zhengzhi" ("Local elections and democratic
 politics"), Ziyou Zhongguo (Free China Fortnightly), Vol. 6, No. 16 (16 March 1952), p. 12.
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 Shi, stated that Taiwan had already become part of that great tidal wave
 sweeping the world called "democracy and freedom." "In this great
 movement," he said, "we have not chosen the wrong road."6

 Between 1950 and 1987, five types of local elections were held at least
 once every three years: village, city, county, municipal city and province.
 Voting participation ranged between the high 50s to 70 per cent of the
 eligible voters, without declining. By the late 1980s more than twice the
 number of people voted as in the early 1950s. More candidates competed
 for the different council seats than for the county and major city leader-
 ship positions. The county and city councils and Taiwan Provincial
 Assembly representatives elected had the power to recommend, review
 and approve legislation; they also interpellated officials as well as re-
 viewed, discussed and approved budgets.' The elected leaders of villages,
 townships, counties and main cities acquired the power of their offices
 and governed according to the formal regulations of those offices.

 In 1969 the KMT expanded this electoral process. As early as March
 1966, the National Assembly had proposed that the president, by the
 authority granted to him according to the Temporary Articles of the 1948
 Constitution, recommend that additional central government representa-
 tives be routinely elected.8 The National Assembly reasoned that in the
 area of Free China (Taiwan and its offshore islands) enough population
 expansion had occurred to justify the people electing additional central
 government representatives to carry out the duties of the National
 Assembly, the Legislative Yuan and the Control Yuan. That is what the
 official record reveals.

 The non-official record is another matter. By 1966 the KMT worried
 that the central government representatives elected in 1948 were rapidly
 declining because of death, illness and retirement.9 To ensure that enough
 national government representatives served to legitimate the ROC
 government in the pursuit of its goals, the KMT reasoned that new laws
 were needed to begin electing from Taiwan central government represen-
 tatives to replace those who no longer served. The ROC president

 footnote continued

 Dai Duheng argued at the same time that local elections helped promote the parliamentary
 system and enabled different political parties to elect parliamentary representatives; see Dai
 Duheng, "Cong jianjie minzhu dao zhijie minzhu" ("From indirect democracy to direct
 democracy"), Ziyou Zhongguo, Vol. 6, No. 12 (16 June 1952), pp. 5-8, and Vol. 7, No. 1
 (1 July 1952), pp. 17-20.

 6. Hu Shi, "Sanbai nianlai shijie wenhua de qushi yu Zhongguo ying caiqu di fangxiang"
 ("The world cultural trend of the past 300 years and the direction that China should take"),
 Ziyou Zhongguo, Vol. 8, No. 3 (1 February 1953), p. 4.

 7. For a recent study of how Taiwan provincial assembly representatives learned
 democracy, see Ramon H. Myers, "The devolution of power, democracy, and economic
 development in Taiwan: the Taiwan Provincial Assembly, 1949-65," in Gustav Ranis,
 Sheng-cheng Hu and Yun-peng Chu (eds.), The Political Economy of Taiwan's Development
 into the Twenty-first Century: Essays in Memory ofJohn C.H. Fei, Vol. 2 (Northampton, MA:
 Edward Elgar, 199X], pp. 311-334.

 8. Dong Xiangfei (ed.), Zhonghua minguo xuanju gaikuang (The General Conditions
 Regarding Elections in the Republic ofChina) (Taipei: Zhongyang xuanju weiyuanhui, 1984),
 Vol. 1, p. 156.

 9. Based on interviews of former top KMT officials conducted by the authors in Taipei.
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 instructed the Executive Yuan (cabinet) to take appropriate action. On 1
 July 1966 the cabinet established a committee to study the issue.'0 This
 committee finally recommended that the existing number of central
 government representatives be increased by holding supplementary quota
 elections every three years. The cabinet then introduced a new law,
 approved by the Legislative Yuan, to elect a supplementary quota of
 national representatives on 20 December 1969 for the National Assembly
 and Legislative Yuan, and another on 29 December 1969 for the Control
 Yuan.

 These elections were managed in complex ways to ensure that as few
 non-KMT representatives as possible were elected. The quota of repre-
 sentatives for the National Assembly were allocated on the basis of votes
 by county and Taipei city population size, by aboriginal voters living in
 two separate districts, by occupation (workers and farmers), and by
 female gender. Representatives for parliament were also elected accord-
 ing to county and Taipei city population size, including Chin-men and
 Lien-chiang counties. Finally, the Taiwan Provincial Assembly and the
 Taipei and Kaohsiung city councils, dominated by the KMT, elected a
 small quota of representatives for the Control Yuan.

 Although the quota of elected national representatives increased in
 every election, non-KMT candidates still found it difficult to win a place
 on the ballot, let alone to compete with KMT candidates and expect to
 win. By 1980, voters still elected only 76 National Assembly representa-
 tives, just 6 per cent of the National Assembly in 1983. Voters also
 elected only 70 new legislators out of a total of 373 seats, just 14 per cent,
 and only a few were non-KMT members.

 National Assembly representatives served six years, and Legislative
 and Control Yuan representatives served only three years. The elections
 enabled some non-KMT candidates to be elected to the Legislative Yuan.
 Their numbers were too few to initiate legislation, but they interpellated
 government leaders and expressed their political views with great skill
 and passion.

 By the late 1970s, then, more than six million people voted in routine,
 orderly local and national elections. Voters and candidates had learned
 how to use the election process to advance their interests. The leaders and
 representatives elected to village, county, city and provincial offices
 participated in a political dialogue with the ruling party and national and
 provincial government officials. They learned the art of compromise in
 order to agree on new legislation and the annual budget."

 As early as 1969 and 1970, new politicians critical of the KMT began
 differentiating themselves from KMT candidates. They called themselves
 the dangwai, literally "outside the ruling party," and gradually mobilized
 more popular support for their candidates in local and national elections.
 By 1980, they skilfully campaigned to win voters' support.

 10. See Dong Xiangfei, The General Conditions, pp. 157-169.
 11. Ibid.; Myers, "The devolution of power, democracy, and economic development," pp.

 327-29.
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 Figure 1: The Votes for KMT and Opposition (non-KMT) in the
 Legislative Yuan Elections, 1972-92
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 Hung-Mao Tien (ed.), Taiwan's Electoral Politics and Democratic Transition: Riding the Third
 Wave (Armonk, NY: M. E. Sharpe, 1996), p. 16.

 These developments, along with other complex changes in society,
 produced a major watershed for Taiwan's elections between 1977 and
 1980. Before 1977 the percentage of votes cast for the KMT and
 non-KMT candidates had been very stable: 60-70 per cent for the former
 as opposed to 25-34 per cent for the latter for the magistrate-mayor races,
 provincial assemblypersons and city councillors. After the watershed
 period the percentage of non-KMT votes cast in county and city elections
 for magistrates and mayors rose to 44 per cent in 1981, fell to 39 per cent
 in 1985, and then continued to rise after martial law was lifted in 1987
 (see Figure 2). As for the national election quota for the Legislative Yuan,
 the pattern after 1980 was also an upward trend for non-KMT votes
 (see Figure 1). As more registered voters after 1977 supported dangwai
 candidates, democracy deepened, culminating in the passing of the
 May 1980 election law and the forming of an opposition party in
 September 1986. These contrasting election patterns before and after
 1977 indicate that democratic practices were gradually crystallizing in
 Taiwan's society.

 How Democratic Were Taiwan's Early Elections?

 From the outset, ROC officials designed a local election system
 permitting many candidates to complete in an electoral district but
 granting each voter only one vote. The KMT used this single, nontrans-
 ferable voting and multiple-candidate electoral system to discourage
 opposition candidates from competing while diverting votes from rival
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 Figure 2: The Votes for KMT and Opposition (non-KMT) in the County
 Magistrate and City Mayoral Elections, 1954-63
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 Hung-Mao Tien, Taiwan's Electoral Politics, p. 17.

 candidates to its nominees.'2 The ruling party only nominated the candi-
 dates of its choice, while trying to block other KMT members from
 competing against its preferred choices.

 Another ruling party strategy called for nominating as few candidates
 as possible to give local factions or friendly candidates a chance to run
 and even win. In this way, the KMT not only avoided creating enemies
 who might collude to form a political party or local faction committed to
 defeating KMT candidates, but preserved friendly ties with the local
 factions. 3

 Yet another tactic the KMT used, especially for concurrently electing
 county and city leaders, was to target key voting areas to avoid excessive
 competition that might split votes between the KMT and non-KMT
 candidates. The party assigned task forces to "responsibility zones" to
 help its candidates. Within each zone the party task force helped distrib-
 ute campaign literature, converse with voters, and mobilize people famil-
 iar with voting patterns to distribute gifts and money and host banquets
 to introduce the KMT nominee.'4 These task forces became so experi-
 enced that they usually delivered the required votes from their
 "responsibility zones" to ensure that their candidates were always elected.
 The ruling party also mobilized military personnel and their families,
 government and provincial employees and their families, and school
 teachers and their relatives to support KMT-nominated candidates. By

 12. This observation is advanced by Chia-lung Lin, "Paths to democracy: Taiwan in
 comparative perspective," Ph.D. dissertation, Department of Political Science, Yale
 University, May 1998, pp. 165-67.

 13. Ibid. pp. 168 and 171.
 14. Ibid. pp. 172-73.
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 relying on these methods, KMT cadres delivered large blocks of votes -
 iron votes (tie piao) - to guarantee their candidate's victory.

 The ruling party not only had formal networks in every community but
 had developed irregular networks to gather political intelligence infor-
 mation which proved useful for preventing non-KMT candidates from
 winning."' The party also had enough funds to conduct public opinion
 surveys so it could nominate the appropriate candidate while discourag-
 ing non-KMT candidates from competing, or failing that, discredit the
 non-KMT candidate in the eyes of the voters. In these different ways, the
 ruling party intervened in local elections to guarantee that its candidates
 not only won a high percentage of the local election races but controlled
 the local councils, the Taiwan Provincial Assembly, and county magis-
 trates and city mayors.

 After the second-term county council election (1952-53), many
 politicians and elites complained that the Taiwan provincial govern-
 ment's rules restricted the places where candidates could express their
 views to voters and the length of time they could speak.'6 They also
 complained that candidates could only use one car during the short
 campaign period, and that their speeches could not exceed 300 Chinese
 characters. Others pointed out that overstaffed administrative offices in
 many areas enabled officials to interfere in their campaigning.'7 The
 editors of Ziyou Zhongguo concluded that "all of these hindrances were
 only the KMT's way of restricting the election process."'8

 By 1956, six years after local elections commenced, the most frequent
 criticism was that few non-KMT candidates dared to compete to chal-
 lenge the ruling party. In autumn 1956, a member of the China Youth
 Party (Qingnian dang) in Nantou district, one of two political parties long
 tolerated by the KMT on the mainland because of its friendly stance
 toward the KMT, stated that the local police had warned him not to
 compete in the election for Nantou county magistrate. When he had tried
 to register, the Nantou election committee imposed so many obstacles
 that he finally decided not to run.19

 On 21 April 1957, when the Taiwan Provincial Assembly and 21
 county magistrate elections took place, some 4.2 million voters turned out
 to give the KMT a huge victory. In only one county was a non-KMT
 candidate, Ye Tinggui of Tainan county, elected. Of the 66 Taiwan
 Provincial Assembly seats, the KMT won 44. The ruling party had made

 15. Ibid. pp. 173-76.
 16. "Jingxuan huodong ying kan zuo zhengzhi jiaoyu" ("Regard competing election activity

 as political education") (editorial), Ziyou Zhongguo, Vol. 8, No. 2 (16 January 1953), p. 3.
 17. Yuan Yichen, "Taiwan sheng shishi difang zizhi di jiantao" ("An examination and

 evaluation of Taiwan province's implementation of local government"), Ziyou Zhongguo,
 Vol. 8, No. 11 (1 June 1953), p. 10.

 18. See n. 16, in which the editorial members of Ziyou Zhongguo complained that KMT
 district chiefs visited each district, city and town to confer with election committees as to how
 election rules should be tightened to limit the use of microphones and the length of time each
 candidate could speak (only 15 minutes).

 19. Wang Fengzeng, "Lun Taiwan sheng de xuanju" ("A discussion of Taiwan provincial
 elections"), Ziyou Zhongguo, Vol. 16, No. 7 (1 April 1957), pp. 9-10.
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 every endeavour to smother the opposition by discouraging opposition
 candidates from competing and drawing heavily upon its iron votes from
 the military and government voting groups. The KMT candidate, Huang
 Qirui, obtained nearly 40 thousand military votes to defeat the popular
 opposition candidate, Gao Yushu. Rumours had circulated that if the
 government and military personnel did not vote for Huang they would be
 punished. Many government and provincial officials and their families
 had also received free train tickets to return to their home towns to cast

 their votes.20 One woman reported that when she started to write Gao
 Yushu's name on her ballot, a voting poll official seized it and instead
 wrote the name of Huang Qirui.21 Although she vigorously protested,
 causing a fight to ensue, this illegal behaviour was not reported nor was
 the election official punished.

 A politician named Yang Jichen bitterly complained that the main
 reason for his defeat in the December 1957 election was that local

 officials had harassed him and limited his time to campaign, treatment not
 experienced by his KMT opponent.22 He also insisted that the KMT had
 circulated vicious rumours to discredit his character,23 and as he received
 little financial support he had no time to rebut these lies. The local police
 had even harassed his friends. Therefore, the KMT candidate had won the
 election by a huge landslide because his party had used unfair means.

 By the end of the 1950s, the small chorus criticizing Taiwan's local
 election process agreed that the KMT "lacked any real sincerity to hold
 honest local elections" and "lacked the genuine belief that party politics
 was desirable and should be promoted." They also claimed that the KMT
 "had no wish to conduct fair elections and abide by the law."24 These
 critics concluded that the ruling party's slogans of "democratic revol-
 ution" and "to develop a legal system and democracy" were empty words.
 Moreover, the KMT possessed neither the proper psychology nor the
 right spirit to build democracy on Taiwan, because its power remained
 concentrated in the hands of the wrong people.25

 Even so, some elites were optimistic that the ruling party might still
 allow the election of a Taiwan provincial governor because "the Taiwan
 people were now prepared and had the necessary political, economic and
 cultural understanding to support democracy. For that reason, the central
 government did not have to worry about such an election."26 They gave
 the KMT high marks for its economic reforms, but pointed out that the

 20. Fu Zheng, "Dui benjie difang xuanju de jiantao" ("An examination and review of this
 term's local elections"), Ziyou Zhongguo, Vol. 16, No. 9 (1 May 1957), p. 14.

 21. Ibid. p. 15.
 22. Yang Jizhen, "Wo cong jingxuan shibai zhong dedao de zhishi" ("The knowledge that

 I gained from the failure of my election campaign"), Ziyou Zhongguo, Vol. 17, No. 22 (16
 December 1957), p. 9.

 23. Ibid. pp. 10-11.
 24. Zhu Wanbo, "Zhizhengdang kongzhi Taiwan difang xuanju de xinli fenxi" ("A

 psychological analysis of the ruling party's control of Taiwan's local elections"), Ziyou
 Zhongguo, Vol. 18, No. 1 (5 January 1958), p. 20.

 25. Ibid. p. 21.
 26. Guo Yuxin, "Min xuan shengzhang ci qishiyi" ("This is the time to have the provincial

 governor elected by the people"), Ziyou Zhongguo, Vol. 22, No. 1 (5 January 1960), p. 11.
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 majority of people still did not approve of KMT-managed elections,
 saying that "many people liked Gao Yushu, but they were not able to
 elect him because the KMT did not want him to run."27

 In the 1960 election for the Taiwan Provincial Assembly and 21 county
 magistrates, some critics suggested that "to have really fair, legal elec-
 tions, the election supervisory officials should be selected by the China
 Youth Party and the China Social-Democratic Party (Minshe dang) as
 well as by non-party individuals - a minimal requirement if elections
 were to be called democratic."28 Some elites now argued that a new
 political party must challenge the KMT to make local elections truly
 democratic.

 After the 1960 election results were published, critics of the ruling
 party bitterly concluded that the "KMT ignores the popular will" and
 "democracy can never be promoted if there is only one party, no checks
 and balances, and no voice of a political opposition."29 They noted that in
 nine of the 21 county magistrate elections held in 1960, the KMT
 nominees ran unopposed, and in Keelung city, where two candidates were
 supposed to compete for the mayor's race, only one KMT nominee ran.30

 On 18 May 1960, desperate and resentful, some 30 non-KMT elites
 who had just competed in local elections assembled in Taipei for a
 discussion meeting (zuotanhui) to exchange views about how to promote
 democracy. The group included such politicians and journalists as Wu
 Sanlian, Gao Yushu, Li Wanju, Guo Yuxin, Guo Guoji, Lei Zhen and
 Shen Yunlong, with Li Wanju presiding and Gao Yushu in the chair.3'
 For the first time, Taiwanese and mainland politicians, as well as elites,
 assembled in public to evaluate Taiwan's local elections and map a
 blueprint for democratic political action. They expressed general dismay
 that an unfair and undemocratic electoral process still existed. Some
 opined that the China Youth Party and the Chinese Social Democratic
 Party might be revitalized to force the ruling party to make elections truly
 democratic.

 Many described their personal experiences, pointing out how some
 near victories had been snatched from them at the last moment by the

 27. Cao Dawo, "Guomindang xing-shuai zhi guanjian zai xuanju" ("The key to the success
 or failure of the KMT depends on elections"), Ziyou Zhongguo, Vol. 22, No. 4 (20 February
 1960), pp. 10-12. Cao and other critics of the KMT believed that "the KMT should rapidly
 cultivate an equally powerful opposition party, which would demonstrate that the KMT was
 creating a true democracy" (p. 11).

 28. "Duiyu difang xuanju liang dian qima yaoqiu" ("There are two minimum requirements
 for having local elections") (editorial), Ziyou Zhongguo, Vol. 22, No. 6 (20(March 1960),
 p. 1. For a similar argument see Wang Fengzeng, "You difang xiianju kan minzhu zhengzhi
 de qiantu" ("The future of a democratic polity as seen from local elections"), Ziyou Zhongguo,
 Vol. 22, No. 7 (5 April 1960), pp. 11-13.

 29. "Qing tou zai yedang he wudang wupai houxuanren yi piao" ("Please cast one vote
 for the nonruling party and nonfaction candidates") (editorial), Ziyou Zhongguo, Vol. 22,
 No. 8 (20 April 1960), pp. 3-4.

 30. Lei Zhen, "Women weishenme poqie xuyao yi ge qiangyouli de fanduidang" ("Why
 do we urgently need a strong, powerful opposition party?"), Ziyou Zhongguo, Vol. 22, No.
 10 (20 May 1960), p. 10.

 31. This meeting was discussed in Ziyou Zhongguo, Vol. 22, No. 11 (5 June 1960), pp.
 20-24.
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 KMT mobilizing its "iron votes" and using "dirty tricks" to elect its
 nominees. The meeting ended by underscoring the point that if the KMT
 had not cheated in so many elections, many other candidates would not
 have been defeated. Gao Yushu, elected as Taipei mayor in 1954,
 revealed that when he told his American friends about how the KMT

 manipulated the election process, they had replied, "but how did you
 win?" Gao retorted, "I was elected because the KMT believed I could not
 be elected. And if the KMT thought I might be elected, they would never
 have let me run."32

 Several months later, Lei Zhen, the chief editor of Ziyou Zhongguo,
 and several others tried to form a political party; the authorities quickly
 arrested Lei and three others, and a military court found them guilty of
 engaging in subversive activities and imprisoned them. During the next
 decade, critical voices evaluating local elections were rarely heard. The
 KMT continued to manipulate the electoral process as in the past, even
 passing a special law in 1967 abolishing mayoral elections for Taipei and
 Kaohsiung cities and not resuming those elections until 1994. By 1969,
 however, a new generation had begun to emerge. As the 1970s unfolded,
 Taiwan society prospered as cities boomed and the countryside
 flourished; more non-KMT politicians spoke out, and some even won
 their elections.

 How Elections Became More Democratic Under Martial Law

 From 1960 to 1970, Taiwan experienced unprecedented rapid econ-
 omic growth and structural change. Real GNP grew at the annual rate of
 9.6 per cent.33 In 1970, for the first time since the pre-war period,
 Taiwan's exports began to exceed imports. Gross savings as a share of
 GNP, already quite high in 1952 (15.3 per cent), increased to 25.6 per
 cent, and the distribution of income was becoming more equal because of
 land reform and rapid economic growth, which increased consumption
 and expanded the number of small and medium-sized, family-run enter-
 prises. Real income per capita more than doubled, though it was still very
 low, just short of US$4,000 per year. But manufacturing in both rural
 areas and cities had surged in the 1960s, so that in 1970 only 36 per cent
 of the labour force worked in farming, fishing and so on, compared to 50
 per cent in 1960. The share of manpower in manufacturing also exceeded
 that working in the primary sector, revealing for the first time that a large
 labour force had shifted from farming to mining, manufacturing, con-
 struction and utilities. Taiwan's huge pool of underemployed labour in
 the 1950s, residing mostly in villages and towns, was now moving to the
 cities to work. Because urban demand for labour rose rapidly as the
 supply of rural labour declined, real wages increased more quickly after
 1970.

 32. Ibid. p. 24.
 33. The economic information presented hereafter is derived from Council of Economic

 Planning and Development, Taiwan Statistical Data Book, 1995 (Taipei: CEPD, 1995).
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 As the expanding domestic market economy rapidly integrated with the
 international economy, not only did Taiwan's market economy grow in
 scale but its participants became wealthy. Numerous nouveaux riches
 businessmen, as well as corporate executives, became prosperous enough
 to support charities, community projects and their favourite political
 candidates. Business prosperity also made it possible for Taiwanese elites
 to find enough financial support to publish their journals, some with a
 political content. These developments made possible what Thomas A.
 Metzger has conceptualized as an evolving ideological marketplace,
 where new ideas materialized, competed for acceptance, and produced
 new ways of thinking and acting.34 New journals flourished and advanced
 new ideas. The authorities responded by banning those regarded as
 subversive and undermining social order.

 In September 1960 the authorities banned the publication of Ziyou
 Zhongguo; in 1961-65 Wenxing zazhi (Literary Stars) appeared; in
 1968-73, Daxue zazhi (The Intellectual) briefly circulated, only to be
 banned; in 1975 Taiwan zhenglun (Taiwan Political Review) briefly
 appeared and was banned; and in 1978-79 Meilidao (Beautiful Formosa)
 was a big hit but was then banned. These political magazines rallied a
 growing number of Taiwanese and mainlander elites to promote the cause
 of democracy, representing that intellectual elite mobilization mentioned
 by Reinhard Bendix.35 The journals critically evaluated the current state
 of Taiwan democracy, especially the electoral process, and concluded that
 it was underdeveloped. Articles argued that single-party KMT rule was
 the main obstacle for democracy's development. By the early 1970s these
 ideological journals had not only exerted a profound influence on elite
 thinking but had transformed the beliefs and values of ordinary people, as
 observed by Alex Inkeles. Many individuals believed that politics was a
 vocation worthy of personal sacrifices in order to build a real democracy.

 Meanwhile, another important development converged with the above
 two trends. The top KMT leaders had realized as early as the mid-1960s,
 if not earlier, that the ROC government would not soon recover mainland
 China, perhaps not even in their lifetime. Faced with the reality of
 government and party ranks thinning and the fact that mainland Chinese
 constituted less than 15 per cent of the island's population, the ruling
 party began making greater efforts in the early 1970s to recruit young
 Taiwanese and promote them to high positions in the ruling party and
 government. At the same time, the KMT worked harder to win the
 support of the Taiwanese people. Its leaders realized that they could stay
 in power only if elections became fair and democratic.

 Meanwhile, critics debunked the ruling party's acclaimed "democratic
 revolution" cliche as ignoring the will of the people. KMT leaders and
 propagandists did not offer a credible defence of their party's ban of

 34. See Metzger, "The Chinese reconciliation of moral-sacred values with modem
 pluralism." See also the discussion of Taiwan intellectual elites in Linda Chao and Ramon
 H. Myers, The First Chinese Democracy: Political Life in the Republic of China on Taiwan
 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1998), pp. 90-100.

 35. See introduction by Larry Diamond and Ramon H. Myers to this volume.
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 opposition parties except to argue that because Communist China still
 threatened Taiwan, martial law could not be lifted or opposition parties
 allowed to exist. This argument lost credibility. For many voters, the old
 opposition label of "nonparty" (wudang) candidates meant the KMT did
 not regard them as worthy to represent the party in local election races.
 Many voters thought "nonparty" candidates supported the same platform
 as the KMT and therefore did not perceive them as having a political
 message any different from the KMT candidates. Consequently, few
 wudang candidates won elections, and their total votes were only 10 to 15
 per cent of all those cast.

 Meanwhile, the ruling party continued to use the same campaign
 tactics that had always guaranteed their dominance of the electoral
 process. But in the 15 November 1969 election for Taipei council
 members, citizens elected a college graduate named Kang Ningxiang,
 who had once worked at a gasoline station. In 1998 Kang recalled, "I felt
 the time had come! That is why I plunged into political activity."36 On 20,
 December, five weeks later, the people voted Huang Xinjie to the
 Legislative Yuan.37 What made these two election victories unusual was
 that Kang and Huang had broken with the tradition of calling themselves
 wudang and instead had campaigned under the label of being "outside the
 ruling party" (dangwai). In this way, they presented a different kind of
 candidate to the voter: their political label symbolized a challenge to the
 ruling party, and their campaign message demanded that true democracy
 be practised and represent the people's will.

 A year before, in 1968, several Taiwanese had published a magazine
 called Daxue zazhi (The Intellectual), which discussed Taiwan's political
 life. In 1970, the voters elected to the Taiwan Provincial Assembly
 two dangwai candidates, Zhang Junhong and Xu Xinliang, who had
 campaigned by arguing how their political message differed from that of
 the KMT. In 1973 the voters elected Kang and Huang to the Legislative
 Yuan. Then in 1977 voters elected four dangwai to be country magis-
 trates, another 21 to the Taiwan Provincial Assembly, and six to Taipei's
 city council. For the first time since local elections began, the opposition
 politicians championed a platform very different from that of the KMT,
 challenging the ruling party to start practising real and full democracy.38
 The 1977 election of so many dangwai politicians sent shockwaves
 throughout the KMT and Taiwan's embryonic political marketplace.

 The Taiwanese and mainlander elites and intellectuals were now

 mobilizing academics and educated youth to question the authority of the
 KMT and to explain why the people should acquire that authority to
 govern. In October 1971, the editors of Daxue zazhi offered the following
 explanation for convening a conference to study Taiwan elections and

 36. An interview with Kang Ningxiang, as recalled in Lian He and Tai Shi (eds.), Xuanju
 xuanju (Elections and Elections) (Taipei: Changqiao chubanshe, 1978), p. 83.

 37. Li Xiaofeng, Taiwan minzhu yundong sishi nian (Forty Years of the Taiwan
 Democratic Movement) (Taipei: Zili wanbao wenhua chubanshe, 1987), p. 112.

 38. Ibid. pp. 238-241.
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 governance: "While making the unification of China our great goal, we
 must urgently think about how to make Taiwan better. We must effec-
 tively manage this small locality before we can manage an area 300 times
 our size."39 Conference members agreed their goal could only be
 achieved through a fair, open, free, democratic electoral process in which
 the people freely elected their representatives and leaders to carry out the
 will of the people.

 On 8 July 1972 the same journal sponsored another "discussion
 meeting" to prepare candidates for the next year's elections. The partici-
 pants included mainlander liberals like Wang Xingqing, Shuo Nanfang,
 Wang Xiaobo, Wu Fengshan, Hu Fu and Gao Yuren, and Taiwanese
 politicians who had campaigned in local and supplementary quota na-
 tional elections. In their exchange of views about how elections could be
 made more democratic, Kang Ningxiang pointed out that so many
 members of the ROC National Assembly had aged that only 400 of the
 2,000 could be regarded as active and competent to perform.40 He argued
 that elections for that body should be greatly expanded.

 As for campaigning, Kang complained that the election rules limited
 candidates to speak for only ten minutes at a rally. If a candidate
 participated in the eight rallies legally allowed, that meant only a grand
 total of 80 minutes to speak to the voters. Assuming that around 500
 people attended a political rally, Kang argued that eight rallies only
 enabled a political candidate to address 4,000 people. But a candidate
 needed at least 5,900 votes to be elected to Taipei's city council. The
 rules governing political rallies had to be changed if elections were to be
 fair, free and open. Kang's second point was that competing candidates
 and their families and friends should be protected from being harassed.

 Finally, too many ruling party candidates had the unfair advantage of
 having too much money to buy votes. Other conference speakers echoed
 Kang's complaints. Shu Zikuan pointed out that "if candidates from an
 organization like the KMT can use its resources to host banquets and hold
 political rallies, they have no difficulty winning enough votes to be
 elected."41 In the end, the conference condemned the unfair election
 practices perpetrated by the KMT just as Ziyou Zhongguo had done two
 decades before.

 As this intellectual elite mobilization campaign stimulated the public to
 think deeply about promoting democracy, the regime suppressed their
 printing and distribution of journals and pamphlets. Meanwhile, dangwai
 politicians provoked great excitement during the elections. Could their
 movement continue to grow? Would the ruling party tolerate more
 dangwai to convene meetings, publish journals and expand their number?
 And if voters did take the dangwai seriously, would the ruling party still
 promote elections? Taiwan's electoral process had now entered a critical

 39. "Guoshi zhengyan" ("Some suggestions regarding national affairs"), Daxue zazhi, No.
 46 (October 1971), p. 6.

 40. "Zhongyang ji difang xuanju wenti" ("The problem of central government and local
 elections"), Daxue zazhi, Vol. 10, No. 56 (15 August 1972), pp. 35-37.

 41. Ibid. p. 38.
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 phase. The KMT dared not suppress the dangwai because they had not
 broken any laws and that would delegitimize the KMT's advocacy of
 "democratic revolution". The dangwai did not have sufficient skills to
 win enough votes to defeat the majority of KMT candidates and win
 power. For democracy to mature under martial law, the voters, dangwai
 and KMT needed to legitimate the embryonic political marketplace.

 In that maturation phase, elections could become democratic if candi-
 dates had more opportunity to address the voters.42 The dangwai then
 might compete with the powerful, entrenched ruling party and persuade
 more voters to demand democratic reforms. But dangwai leaders had to
 restrain their extremists and nominate better candidates if they expected
 to win more elections. If the KMT perfected its message to promote
 democracy, it had a chance of retaining voters' support. A maturing
 electoral process also mitigated a government crackdown and arrest of
 dozens of dangwai politicians after a riot in Kaohsiung city on 9
 December 1979, when crowds assembled to celebrate Human Rights Day
 and police clashed with demonstrators.

 From 1977 until the government lifted martial law on 15 July 1987,
 Taiwan's elections peacefully evolved and became more democratic. In
 this maturation phase, the Legislative Yuan approved a new election law,
 which the Executive Yuan promulgated on 14 May 1980. Meanwhile,
 voters became more sophisticated and mature; dangwai candidates
 learned to campaign effectively; and the KMT tolerated an opposition and
 changed its tactics to win elections.

 The Maturing of Limited Elections under Martial Law

 The year 1977 marked the beginning of a new era in Taiwan's electoral
 process. For the first time the pattern of a low, flat trend of votes cast for
 opposition candidates changed to one of increasing voter support.43 This
 owed much to citizens' eagerness to support candidates opposing the
 KMT and their demand for democratic reforms. Secondly, dangwai
 politicians learned to attract voters' support, and, finally, the KMT
 displayed its willingness to establish democratic elections.

 As the public awaited the late 1978 supplementary national govern-
 ment elections (they were suspended and postponed to 1980 because the
 United States broke diplomatic relations with the ROC government), the
 dangwai politician Xu Xinliang observed that "the overall voters' pas-

 42. We are indebted to Kang Ningxiang's assistance and our two-hour interview with him
 on 10 December 1998 for clarifying many issues regarding the critical decade (1977-86) when
 Taiwan's embryonic marketplace matured and "limited democracy" took a great leap forward.

 43. For a detailed discussion of these changes in Taiwan's political life, see Chao and
 Myers, The First Chinese Democracy. See also Hung-mao Tien, "Elections in Taiwan's
 democratic development," in Hung-mao Tien (ed.), Taiwan's Electoral Politics and
 Democratic Transition: Riding the Third Wave (Armonk, NY: M. E. Sharpe, 1996), pp.
 16-17. The data used by Hung-mao Tien come from the excellent study by Huang Defu,
 Minzhujinbu dang yu Taiwan diqu zhengzhi minzhuhua (The Democratic Progressive Party
 and the Democratization of Taiwan's Local Politics) (Taipei: Shiying chubanshe, 1993),
 ch. 5.
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 sions are greater, and they are more concerned about the forthcoming
 elections.""44 Voter thinking had indeed changed. By the late 1970s voters
 were younger and more educated. Many had travelled abroad and lived in
 Japan and the West. Open-minded, receptive to reform and prosperous,
 they contributed funds to the dangwai, read their journals and voted for
 dangwai candidates. The ideal of democracy appealed to voters under 40,
 and a growing majority of citizens now wanted the government to be
 accountable to them.

 In the 19 November 1977 elections for county magistrates and city
 mayors, a newspaper editorial described the orderly, dignified way that
 voters went to the polls and voted:

 Five government elections were held throughout Taiwan yesterday on a fair, clear day
 with the weather beautiful and warm. The ordinary citizens were equipped with their
 newly acquired knowledge about democratic politics and local elections. They took
 pride in their right to vote and were very eager about doing so. This was the most
 unique event since local elections were held in the province twenty-seven years ago
 ... People lined up to vote as early as 7.00 a.m. in most places. At 8.00 a.m. most
 shops in Taipei had closed for the day. Many workers went to cast their votes before
 going to work, while the elderly were helped to vote by their grandchildren.
 Housewives carried their grocery baskets to the voting booths ... Everyone went to
 vote. So by noon yesterday, already half of the people had cast their ballots.45

 The press, like the authorities, was surprised by the large number of
 votes cast for nonparty and dangwai candidates. A journalist for Lian-
 hebao (United Daily) admitted that "until now we still did not understand
 why the nonparty candidates won so many votes." After alluding to the
 recent conflation of negative circumstances - America's diplomatic break
 with the ROC government, rural income failing to keep pace with
 industrial wages and a spate of natural disasters - this writer concluded
 as follows: "One thing we can be certain about is that those who voted
 for the outside-the-party candidates were attracted by their ideal of reform
 and their critical spirit of demanding reform. This election marked a
 turning point in Taiwan's political climate."46 The voters' enthusiasm
 demonstrated in the 1977 election continued to be expressed in high
 voting participation rates and increasing support for opposition politicians
 in elections throughout the 1980s.

 At the same time, the dangwai were adopting new tactics to win voter
 support for their goal of promoting democracy.47 For example, they
 cultivated those social networks all Chinese favoured, personal and
 kinship ties (renqing guanxi) along with community factions, and they
 tried to reach out to male voters, knowing their wives voted as their
 husbands did. They targeted voters under 40 years of age, especially

 44. An interview with Xu Xinliang as recorded in Lian He and Tai Shi, Elections and
 Elections, p. 83.

 45. Quoted from Chao and Myers, The First Chinese Democracy, p. 97.
 46. See the articles by the special features columnist for Lianhebao, Huang Nian, Taiwan

 zhengzhifashao (Taiwan's Political Fever) (Taipei: Siji chuban shiye yuxian gongsi, 1980),
 p. 410.

 47. For these examples see Lian He and Tai Shi, Elections and Elections, pp. 103-111.
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 of Taiwanese ethnicity. The more educated and older the voter, the
 greater the tendency to vote for the KMT, so the dangwai carefully
 studied voters' habits and tried to appeal to those who felt powerless to
 influence their local officials, operated small businesses, taught the
 young, laboured, farmed or fished. More importantly, the dangwai
 learned how to play to the voters' compassion for the underdog.

 In 1972 the dangwai Zeng Wenpo used that approach to win a seat on
 the Taichung city council, and in 1977 he became Taichung city's
 mayor.48 After becoming city councillor, Zeng wrote a book expressing
 his dismay about Taichung's failure to realize its developmental poten-
 tial.49 His book caught the public's attention, and when Zeng mysteri-
 ously disappeared during the Taichung mayor's race, rumours circulated
 that the authorities had imprisoned him. An outpouring of sympathy
 swelled for Zeng, and then he suddenly appeared before election day,
 walking the streets and modestly saying to everyone who stopped to
 listen to him, "I belong to everybody (dajia de Wenpo)." By playing on
 voters' sympathy, keeping the public in suspense and mystifying the
 opposition, Zeng managed to win the Taichung mayorship against a
 powerfully backed KMT opponent named Chen Duantang.

 Another way the dangwai appealed to voters' sense of compassion was
 to ask family members of imprisoned dangwai to stand in for their
 husbands in future elections."5 In the 1980 supplementary national
 government election for the Legislative Yuan and National Assembly, Xu
 Rongshu, wife of Zhang Junhong, ran and won; Zhou Qingyu, wife of
 Yao Jiawen, competed and won; and the younger brother of Xu Xinliang
 and the older brother of Lii Xiulian competed on behalf of Xu and won.
 Even the lawyers who defended the Meilidao publishers and the dangwai
 arrested after the Kaohsiung Incident, like You Qing, Chen Shuibian, Xie
 Changting and Su Zhenchang, ran in the 1981 Taipei city council and
 Taiwan Provincial Assembly elections and won."5

 Still another tactic was that employed by the Pingtung county lawyer
 and dangwai politician Qiu Lianhui. He cultivated the image of being a
 fair-minded lawyer who struggled to release allegedly innocent convicts
 (baoqingtian). When Qiu ran in the 1981 Pingtung county race, enough
 voters supported him to become the first non-KMT district chief in
 Pingtung's history.52

 48. For this example of Zeng Wenpo, see Zhang Yongcheng, Xuanzhan zaoshi: zaoshi shi
 xuanzhan chenggong de bu 'er-famen (The Strategic Campaign to Win the Election War: The
 Only Way for Winning the Election War Is to Wage a Strategic Campaign) (Taiwan: Yuanliu
 chugan gongshe, 1992).

 49. Ibid. pp. 153-56. Xu Xinliang had also written a book that made him very popular in
 Taoyuan district, called Fengyu zhisheng (The Wind and the Rain). His book, based on his
 tenure as a Taiwan Provincial Assemblyman, evaluated the conduct and performance of
 various assemblypersons in the Taiwan Provincial Assembly.

 50. Ibid. p. 185.
 51. Ibid. p. 188.
 52. Ibid. p. 180. Consider, too, the strategy used by Kang Ningxiang, who relied on slogans

 like "Cut the defence budget" and "From today on, let us not ask what government can do
 for us but what we really need" (see p. 178).
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 Xu Xinliang's victory in the 1977 race to become the first non-KMT
 chief of Taoyuan county owed much to his popularity among the voters.
 When Xu left the KMT, he expressed his resignation as "having deep
 regrets that the high hopes I held for the KMT had not borne fruit as I had

 expected (hen tie bu cheng gang)."3 While campaigning, Xu adorned his
 headquarters with flags and pictures of KMT leaders and martyrs, sig-
 nalling to the public that he did not hate the KMT, still respected it, but
 wanted voters to elect him so that he could press it to perform better. Xu
 was careful to criticize his opponent in a fair, concrete way; he stressed
 to voters which laws were unfair and criticized officials dispensing
 "special privileges"; he identified the corruption that voters knew could
 be eliminated; and he strived to achieve a consensus with voters about
 what problems could be resolved if they elected him to office.54 In this
 way Xu won a race that no one expected him to win.

 The above tactics helped many dangwai to defeat better-funded KMT
 candidates. Throughout the 1980s the dangwai sharpened their political
 message and called for greater democracy. When campaigning for the
 supplementary national government elections, they appealed to voters to
 elect them to replace the ageing, decrepit national representatives elected
 on the mainland in 1947, arguing they would work harder on the public's
 behalf. Some dangwai won enough votes to participate in those national
 bodies. These dangwai, as well as the nonparty candidates, continued
 their criticism of the ruling party's reluctance to lift martial law and
 permit political parties to compete in fair elections so that Taiwan could
 show the free world and Communist China it practised real democracy.

 But many dangwai conceded that the ruling party and government had
 begun to treat them with courtesy, fairness and respect, improvements
 that owed much to the party's top leaders like Chiang Ching-kuo, who
 wanted to make the electoral process more democratic. After Xu Xinliang
 was elected as the Taoyuan county magistrate, he told a reporter in 1978
 the following:

 The KMT allowed the non-KMT candidates to campaign freely. This was a real
 breakthrough. The KMT also allowed more non-KMT candidates to campaign on
 their own. Thus, we had to nominate our candidates very carefully so we would not
 be likely to lose that race. Further, from the top to the bottom, there was the shared
 view among officials that the nomination of candidates had to be done fairly and
 according to the law.55

 Xu still contended that election rules in the late 1970s were restrictive,
 but he admitted that "it is not accurate to say that the ruling party did not
 have the will or intent to improve elections. I only believe there still
 existed a gap between what the ruling party wanted to do and what it was

 actually doing."'56

 53. See Huang Nian, Taiwan's Political Fever, p. 413.
 54. Ibid. p. 414.
 55. Zhang Yongcheng, The Strategic Campaign, p. 80.
 56. Ibid. p. 83.
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 After the 1977 election the dangwai Lin Zhengjie stated that "the
 major development I witnessed in that election was the ruling party
 tolerating the opposition politicians' views and opinions. They did not
 consider our elected candidates to be hostile or their enemy.""' This
 perception of government officials treating all candidates alike was
 shared by other dangwai. Monitoring elections was also of serious
 concern for the ruling party and government, as reflected in the time and
 energy the government expended in the 1970s studying, reviewing and
 reforming election laws.

 As early as 1972, many election officials had proposed that the 1950
 law and its subsequent revisions governing local elections, as well as
 those of 1969 regulating the election of supplementary national govern-
 ment representatives, should be combined into one law to reduce expen-
 ditures and rationalize the election process.58 Beginning on 27 November
 1973, a group of scholars, officials and political representatives met 32
 times over a 15-month period to draw up the "Election and Recall Law
 for Officials during the Period of Rebellion." This law, with nine chapters
 and 98 articles, was submitted to the Executive Yuan on 25 March 1975,
 and after review that organ approved it. But because the December 1978
 election was postponed until 1980, the law did not become operational as
 expected.

 Meanwhile, the Ministry of Interior decided to review the law once
 more. It invited specialists and officials from the national security
 sector, cabinet, judiciary, and the provincial and municipal governments
 to many study and review meetings.59 Between 30 March and 5 Septem-
 ber 1979, this group of some 100 specialists met 20 times and made
 further revisions according to two guidelines: the new law must promote
 democracy and must be implemented; further, the law must satisfy the
 concerns that had justified martial law, namely, to prevent subversion of
 the ROC government, uphold the constitution, and maintain law, order
 and peace.

 On 8 January 1980 the Ministry of Interior finally submitted the
 amended election law to the cabinet, which approved and forwarded it to
 the Legislative Yuan, where further study and review took place.60
 Between 14 January and 14 April, various committees studied the law
 and frequently summoned the ministers of interior and justice for inter-
 pellations. After more meetings, the Legislative Yuan approved the law
 on 6 May. On 9 May it submitted the draft to the president, who
 promulgated it as law on 14 May 1980.

 A detailed study of this law's evolution and impact is beyond the scope

 57. Ibid. pp. 92-93.
 58. Dong Xiangfei, The General Conditions, p. 393.
 59. Ibid. p. 395.
 60. For a good discussion of how the Legislative Yuan reviewed and amended the law,

 see Bashi niandai chubanshe (The Eighties Publishing Company), Xuanju lifa shi-moji (A
 Record of the Passage of the Election Law from the Beginning to the End) (Taipei: Bashi
 niandai chubanshe, 1 November 1980). This book describes the role played by dangwai
 politicians like Yao Jiawen and Kang Ningxiang to pass the new election law. Both Yao and
 Kang believed this law would promote open, fair and democratic elections.
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 of this article. But this much can be said. The law was a milestone in

 Taiwan's election process because it set out when all elections were
 to begin and end, made all candidates register and campaign under the
 same rules, and standardized voting procedures, counting of votes and
 reporting of votes.

 As for monitoring candidates' activities, the law limited the time that
 candidates could hold political rallies paid from private resources and
 decreed that the government had to pay candidates for a designated
 number of days for political rallies.61 Article 49, for example, stated that
 the government had to pay for seven of the 15 days of political rallies for
 the supplementary quota election for National Assembly and Legislative
 Yuan (candidates paid for the remaining eight days).62 Under the old law,
 candidates had to pay for all 15 days. As for the Taiwan provincial
 assembly, county magistrate and city mayor elections, the government
 had to pay candidates' expenses for five of the ten days they were
 allowed to hold political rallies (under the old law candidates paid for all
 ten days).

 Under the old election rules, candidates first held their own rallies, to
 be followed by government-organized political rallies, a procedure oppo-
 sition candidates wanted reversed to give them the opportunity to gener-
 ate added excitement and focus on their message as the campaign period
 ended. The new law reversed the old sequence to comply with opposition
 candidates' wishes. The old law's rules severely limited the means by
 which candidates communicated their message, the number of cars to be
 used, the length of the candidates' speech, the number of rallies to be held
 and their length of time. The new law allowed all available means of
 communication to be used, expanded the allotted length of the candi-
 dates' speech, increased the number of rallies to be held per day and their
 duration, and increased the number of cars that candidates could use. In
 brief, the new law gave election organizers greater freedom to plan their
 campaigns and more opportunity for candidates to present their message
 to the voters.63

 This law pleased opposition politicians and excited voters. The less-
 advantaged, privately supported candidates were guaranteed a limited
 number of days to hold political rallies and persuade voters to support
 them. Non-KMT candidates now had greater opportunity than before to
 compete with KMT candidates on an equal basis.

 61. See the commentary on the election law by Xie Ruizhi, Minzhu zhengzhi yu xuanju
 bamianfa (Political Democracy and the Election and Recall Law) (Taipei: Liming wenhua
 shiye gongsi, 1989), pp. 142-43. For a comparison of these laws see Zhongyang xuanju
 weiyuanhui (Central Election Commission), Gongzhi renyuan xuanjii fagui yibian (A
 Compilation of the Election Law for Officials) (Taipei: printed by the Central Election
 Commission, August 1980), p. 70, and pp. 22-23 for old law.

 62. Ibid. p. 153.
 63. See Bashi niandai chubanshe, The Passage ofthe Election Law, pp. 38-39 and 337-38.
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 The Second Political Breakthrough

 As early as 1950, the party-state-controlled political centre in Taiwan
 had allowed households considerable freedom to act. People freely
 established business enterprises, voted in local elections, read and dis-
 cussed political doctrines like Western liberal democracy (but not Marx-
 ism and Leninism), and formed their associations as long as they did not
 establish a competing political party and engage in activities the regime
 regarded as threatening and delegitimizing of its rule. This first political
 breakthrough, enacted in the early 1950s by the KMT, put in place an
 electoral process that the KMT dominated and manipulated to guarantee
 that at least 80 per cent of its candidates were elected as representatives
 and leaders of local government.

 Society, therefore, had significant freedoms and even some power to
 inhibit the powerful political centre in the four marketplaces (including a
 civil society). In the economic marketplace, private enterprise competed
 and gradually reduced the economic power of the state sector's ownership
 and control, so that by 1987 only 16 per cent of industrial production was
 state-owned, compared to 60 per cent in 1952. In the ideological market-
 place, Western liberal democracy was freely discussed as a doctrine and
 competed with the ruling party's official doctrine of Sun Yat-sen's
 thought. Thomas A. Metzger has also emphasized the "amateur view"
 shared by ordinary people, which praised the prosperity brought by the
 KMT, admired the activities of extremist intellectuals and students who

 challenged the KMT and supported the KMT without idealizing it. This
 same viewpoint also praised democracy and urged political reform to
 expand democracy.6

 The party-state-controlled centre also permitted a limited electoral
 process as described above in which nonparty candidates could compete,
 although under great adversity, to create an embryonic political market-
 place. Finally, the centre allowed religious and private associations to
 organize and conduct their affairs as long as they did not challenge the
 political centre's authority, thus allowing for a private organizational
 marketplace. Therefore, this first political breakthrough was of momen-
 tous importance because the ruling authorities gave society some
 significant freedoms to act compared to the restrictions imposed on
 society in the period under Japanese colonial rule (1895-1945).

 Until the lifting of martial law, Taiwan's electoral process became
 more open, fair, competitive and free - that is to say, democratic -
 culminating in the important election law of 1980, which made it much
 easier for the opposition to compete in the political marketplace. By
 1986, the last election under martial law, most of the political oppo-
 sition's top leaders were in prison on charges stemming from the 10
 December 1979 Kaohsiung Incident. Even under these difficult circum-
 stances, the opposition still won the same number of seats in the Taipei
 and Kaohsiung municipal councils as in the 1981 election; it also won the

 64. See Chao and Myers, The First Chinese Democracy, pp. 96-97.
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 same number of county magistrate and city mayor seats as in the previous
 two elections (1977 and 1981), but lost four seats for the Taiwan
 provincial assembly compared to 1977 and 1981. Yet in the 1986 election
 for the Legislative Yuan, the opposition had formed a political party and
 won 33 per cent of the votes, compared to 30 per cent in the 1983 election
 and 28 per cent in the 1980 election. In other words, just before the lifting
 of martial law, the political opposition had become a formidable force the
 KMT could no longer treat as in the past.

 Moreover, Taiwan had been radically transformed from a poor, pre-
 dominantly rural and uneducated society in the early 1950s to something
 very different by the mid-1980s. The economy, an efficient and powerful
 engine of growth, bosted a per capita income of US$4,839 in 1981. The
 modernization values emphasized by Alex Inkeles had taken root in
 Taiwan society.65 The "social requisites" described by Seymour Martin
 Lipset were in place.66 Intellectual elite mobilization had been taking
 place for more than two decades. All these developments institutionalized
 the four marketplaces (including civil society).67

 As early as 1982, liberals in the KMT like Tao Baichuan, an
 adviser to Chiang Ching-kuo, had urged the president to democratize
 Taiwan soon. Tao feared that the many difficulties confronting the KMT
 "would only increase the misuse of party power; public resources would
 be used by selfish officials; new political energy could not be generated;
 the polity would be moving against the world tide; bad political habits
 would be cultivated; and there could not be any progress."68 A few years
 later, President Chiang Ching-kuo decided to initiate reform. At the
 29-31 March 1986 Third Plenum of the KMT, he announced the
 establishment of a 12-person committee that would be responsible for
 creating six subcommittees to study how political reform could be
 introduced.

 On 28 September of the same year, 130 dangwai politicians met and
 agreed to form a political party. That evening, two spokespersons, You
 Qing and Xie Changting, announced that "our party is an open-style
 democratic party."69 Chiang Ching-kuo took no action to crush this party.
 Instead, he repeated his instructions to party leaders to accelerate political
 reform.70 Taiwan's second democratic breakthrough had begun and
 peacefully evolved over the next decade into the 21st century.

 65. Alex Inkeles, "Continuity and change in popular values on the Pacific Rim," Hoover
 Essays (Standford: Hoover Institution on War, Revolution, and Peace, 1997), pp. 1-28.

 66. Seymour Martin Lipset, "The social requisites of democracy revisited," American
 Sociological Review, Vol. 59, No. 1 (February 1997), pp. 1-22.

 67. A sociological, ideological-political process first described in Reinhard Bendix, Kings
 or People: Power and the Mandate to Rule (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1978),
 p. 10.

 68. Cited in Chao and Myers, The First Chinese Democracy, p. 123.
 69. Ibid. p. 132.
 70. For the story of how Chiang Ching-kuo initiated Taiwan's democratic breakthrough,

 see Chao and Myers, The First Chinese Democracy, ch. 5.
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 Conclusion

 Limited elections promoted Taiwan's democracy under martial law in
 several ways. First, the inhibited political centre's ruling party and
 paramount leader, Chiang Kai-shek, had publicly declared that, after
 establishing local elections, they would continue to promote a
 "democratic revolution." That action committed the inhibited political
 centre to Taiwan's eventual democratization. By making this commit-
 ment, the KMT now ran the risk of delegitimizing itself if it reneged on
 its promise. But as Taiwan enjoyed peace and steady progress, the KMT
 found it difficult to explain why its "democratic revolution" progressed so
 slowly and why martial law was still justified.

 Secondly, as voters became educated and informed and as a political
 opposition formed in the 1970s to challenge the KMT, many favourable
 developments in the four marketplaces had converged to persuade voters,
 opposition candidates and the KMT to make elections the means for
 improving government performance and solving society's many prob-
 lems. The opposition continually reminded the ruling party of its failures
 to achieve a "democratic revolution" if it did not expand the electoral
 process and democratize the polity. Meanwhile, elites within the ruling
 party urged its leaders to promote democracy by expanding elections.

 Finally, as voters gradually supported more opposition candidates who
 were winning elections, the KMT realized that to stay in power, it had to
 win votes. But to do that, the government had to conduct fair, open, free
 and competitive elections to persuade voters and the opposition alike that
 it took democracy as seriously as they did. Thus, voters, the ruling party
 and the opposition gradually realized that democratization provided posi-
 tive benefits for each that could be realized only by expanding the
 electoral process and making the polity truly democratic.
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